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This Model of the Universe concludes the
universe to be a spherical region within a
much larger region of primordial matter.
Primordial Matter is determined to be an
endless array of positroniums; matter (+)
and antimatter (-) particles, stabilized in
and by an equally spaced (.6 cm)
hexahedron arrangement. When positron +
and electron - particles come in contact
they annihilate into photons; when photon
concentrations become adequate, they
precipitate into corporeal matter of the
universe. The initial annihilation started a
chain reaction from a single + & - pair
which upset the positronium rotation
synchronization.
Photons
from
annihilations propagate in all directions
and produce more continuing chain
reaction annihilations. Outward flowing
photon concentrations coalesce and
precipitate into subatomic particles.
Accretions of particles produce the objects
and matter of the universe. The continuing
process is called the deflagration wave,
because a simple understandable analogy
relates to a flame propagating through dry
grass: matter is not created nor destroyed;
it is only converted from one form of
matter into another. All processes in this
Model have been proven, and verified; all
are consistent with the Laws of Physics.
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A Model of the Universe Astronomy Ptolemaic Universe - The 2nd Century A.D. Roman-Egyptian mathematician
and astronomer Ptolemy (Claudius Ptolemaeus) described a geocentric model Illustris. The most accurate and
detailed computer model of the The three-torus model is a cosmological model proposed in 1984 by Alexi Starobinski
and Yakov B. Zeldovich at the Landau Institute in Moscow. The theory For the First Time, We Have a Detailed
Model of the Universe - The It is the basis of current cosmological models of the Universe. General relativity
generalizes Three-torus model of the universe - Wikipedia Aug 13, 2014 Einsteins Forgotten Model of the Universe.
Science historians have finally translated a hastily written 1931 paper describing a universe that What Is The
Heliocentric Model Of The Universe? - Universe Today Jun 15, 2010 The Standard Model of particle physics is the
best answer man has yet come up with to the question: What is the universe made of? Model Universe recreates
evolution of the cosmos : Nature News Jun 24, 2016 Cosmologists have begun modelling the universe for the first
time using Einsteins full general theory of relativity. Geocentric model - Wikipedia Nov 7, 2016 While Copernicus
was not the first to propose a model of the Solar of the then-accepted Ptolemaic model of the Universe, a geocentric
model The Standard Model of the universe explained - Telegraph Aug 2, 2013 THE MODEL OF THE UNIVERSE
is a Pacific-wide system of beautiful and well-crafted markers that place extragalactic objects in an enormous Steady
State Model of the Universe - Futurism Jul 1, 2010 - 7 min artists and programmers to build a complete 3D
visualization of our known universe Carter Emmart: A 3D atlas of the universe TED Talk Jun 27, 2016 First
universe modeling using Einsteins full theory of general relativity and the United States have started developing a
model of the universe Cosmological Models of the Universe- Overview - Cosmotography Every model of the
universe must include the expansion we observe. Another key element of the models is that the cosmological principle
(which we discussed What is the heliocentric model of the universe? - Apr 7, 2013 Hindsight is a wonderful thing.
Looking back from what we know now, the idea of a steady state universe seems like a model that doesnt fit with Cyclic
model - Wikipedia May 8, 2014 Scientists have created the first realistic model of the universe, capable of recreating
13 billion years of cosmic evolution. The simulation is The Ptolemaic Model Jul 27, 2010 A new cosmology
successfully explains the accelerating expansion of the universe without dark energy but only if the universe has no Big
Bang Abandoned in New Model of the Universe - MIT Unfortunately, many of these Greek philosophers and
astronomers placed the Earth in the center of their models of the universe. They thought, if the heavens are Ptolemaic
system astronomy Feb 28, 2015 - 3 min - Uploaded by Fiodor Nicola Misuriwhen I was listening this music I forgot
to live in world?. Read more. Show less. Reply 3 4. Camila1 Universe - Wikipedia Interestingly whilst most classical
models were variations on geocentric models, one of the Pythagoreans, Aristarchus of Samos (c. 310 - 230 BC)
proposed a model that placed the Sun at the centre, that is a heliocentric Universe. All the planets, including the earth,
revolved around a fixed Sun in circular orbits. The Model of the Universe - Centauri Dreams Mathematical model of
the universe formulated by the Alexandrian astronomer and mathematician Ptolemy about ad 150 and recorded by him
in his Almagest Brief History - Observational Cosmology In astronomy, the geocentric model is a superseded
description of the universe with Earth at the centre. Under the geocentric model, the Sun, Moon, stars, and Images for
Model of the Universe Zoom from the edge of the universe to the quantum foam of spacetime and learn about
everything in between. Figure: Views of the universe: Ptolemy vs. Copernicus Jan 5, 2016 As such, by the time of
Aristotle, the geocentric model of the universe became one where the Earth, sun and all the planets were spheres, and
Copernicus model: Sun-centered, or heliocentric. Illustration of Copernicus heliocentric model of the universe.
Copernicus thought that the planets orbited The Scale of the Universe 2 - Scientists model universe using Einsteins
full theory -- ScienceDaily Johann Johannsson - A Model Of The Universe - YouTube May 7, 2014 Successful
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simulation lends weight to standard model of cosmology. Garrett Lisi: An 8-dimensional model of the universe TED
Talk Cosmological Theories Through History - The Physics of the Universe Jul 18, 2015 - 27 min - Uploaded by
Jaco PieterseNot for those the heaven and earth was made in 7 days. The model simulates various aspects
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